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Report of the ANC6B Transportation Committee Meeting 

September 8, 2021 
 

Commissioners Present: Corey Holman, Steve Holtzman, Alison Horn, Kirsten Oldenburg 

(chairing), Brian Ready, Edward Ryder, and Gerald Sroufe. 

 

Resident Members Present: Brian Kirrane (6B03), John Manley (6B04), Paul Hyden 

(6B06), Stefan Katz (6B07), and John Ten Hoeve (6B09)   

 

Review of the Pennsylvania Avenue SE Corridor Design1  

Greg Matlesky & Kevin Harrison, DDOT, presented a brief overview of the Preliminary (30%) 

design for the PA Avenue SE Corridor Study.  The goal of which is to redesign the 

corridor to provide for safer, more accessible multimodal transportation options.  As such the 

avenue will be reduced to two vehicle lanes with the addition of a bike lane and a bus lane.  The 

latter uses the parking lane during commute/peak hours; westbound in am and eastbound in pm. 

 

During the presentation, DDOT noted how bus passengers will embark/disembark at (floating) 

stops, decisions to “rebalance” bus stops (such as those at Seward Square), and various 

adjustments to curbside use.  The traffic analysis has not changed: few diversions at PA and 

Independence expected; some at 11th possible.  Enforcement of Peak bus lanes a challenge.  

 

With the 30% design completed, DDOT has transferred the project to its Traffic Engineering & 

Signals Division although Greg Matlesky and team will continue to oversee and be our POC.  

The target for final 100% design is 2022 with an estimated installation start in Fall 2022 

contingent on completion of the Streetlights project (thru 13th SE).  The balance of installation to 

Barney Circle awaits the Penn-Potomac project construction with includes the Streetlights 

completion to Barney Circle.  Estimate for this Phase 2 is 2022-2024. 

 

Commissioner Oldenburg moved, seconded by Commissioner Soufe, that the Committee 

recommend that the ANC supports the project and thanks DDOT team for its endeavors to fix 

this important 6B corridor and place the item on the Consent Agenda.  The vote was unanimous 

in support of the motion. 

 

Requests for Support of Speed Humps 

Commissioner Oldenburg said that DDOT has apparently changed its procedure on hump 

requests.  Up till now, the ANC has been asked to support a resolution in support of hump 

requests at the back end of the process when speed/volume analysis results do not warrant a 

 
1 Project website: www.pennavese.com 
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hump installation.  When Commissioner Horn’s constituents tried to submit a TSA for a hump, 

they were told to submit ANC support with the TSA-Q.   

 

1500-1600 blocks of E Street SE (6B09)   

Commissioner Alison Horn told the Committee that constituents have prepared a TSA-Q 

requesting speed humps on the 1500 and 1600 blocks of E Street and would like to add the 

partial block of E between Kentucky Avenue and 15th Street SE.  Commissioner Oldenburg 

moved, seconded by Commissioner Holtzman, that the Committee recommend that the ANC 

support the TSA-Q request and place the item on the Consent Agenda.  The vote was unanimous 

in support of the motion. 

 

1100 block of D Street SE—SR# 21-00312546 (6B04) 

Commissioner Kirsten Oldenburg explained that this hump request was summitted to DDOT in 

2019 but DDOT did not acknowledge it until a year later.  There has been no communication 

from DDOT since.  Commissioner Oldenburg moved, seconded by Commissioner Horn, that the 

Committee recommend that the ANC support SR# 21-00312546 and place the item on the 

Consent Agenda.  The vote was unanimous in support of the motion. 

 

Request for Support to Name Alley between 200 blocks of 10th & 11th Streets SE (6B05) 

Commissioner Steve Holtzman introduced Haley Huang, who explained the long process that 

neighbors engaged in to gain concurrence on naming the alley and multiple votes it took to arrive 

at a consensus to name the alley "River Rock Court" in honor of the historic river stones which 

were saved by residents and maintained as the surface for part of the alley.  The alley transverses 

both East/West and North/South through Square 0969.  Outreach was extensive via email and 

letters to residents and owners. 

 

Commissioner Holtzman moved, seconded by Commissioner Ready, that the Committee 

recommend that the ANC support the alley name change and ask Councilmember Charles Allen 

to include this request in the next DC Council bundle of naming petitions and place the item on 

the Consent Agenda.  The vote in support was unanimous. 

 

DDOT Update on SR# 20-00394152 Traffic Safety Request for Freeway Exit at 9th & I 

Streets SE  

Scott Kratz, resident on I Street at the corner of 9th Street SE, told the Committee that he and 

other neighbors were alerted a year ago in November to the sound of a vehicle accident at 9th & 

I Street SE.  A young woman on a scooter was hit by a vehicle exiting the freeway and turning 

left onto I Street SE.  The accident resulted in her being pinned under the vehicle; neighbors and 

Marines from the Barracks managed to extract her.   

 

Since this traffic safety request was submitted, multiple conversations have been held with 

Andrew deFrank on possible solutions.  However, no changes have been made to the dangerous 

intersection.  About two weeks ago there was evidence that raised crosswalks were to be 

installed but the work did not happen. 

 

Commissioner Oldenburg moved, seconded by RM Manley, that the Committee recommend that 

the ANC urge DDOT to install safety features at this intersection before another near-fatal 

accident occurs and place the item on the Consent Agenda. The vote was unanimous. 
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Request for No Parking Zone in Front of SE Library (6B03) SR# 21-00387459 

Commissioner Brian Ready explained that, as part of the EMMP project, a tabletop pedestrian 

crossing was installed on the 400 block of 7th Street SE.  The objective is to provide easy access 

to the SE Library, to improve the links between the library and EMMP.  Unfortunately, on the 

west side of 7th in front of the SE Library signs allow 30-minutes parking and on the east side is 

a Zip Car parking sign.  These signs now allow parking in a crosswalk.   

 

Commissioner Ready moved, with a second by Commissioner Holtzman, that the Committee 

recommend that the ANC support removal of the Zip Car space and replace the 30-minute signs 

in front of the library with a No Parking Zone and do the same on the east side and place the item 

on the Consent Agenda. The vote was unanimous in support of the motion. 

 

Request for Contra-Flow Bike Lanes for 1200 block of G Street SE (6B07) & 1500 block of 

K Street SE (6B06) 

Commissioners Corey Holman & Edward Ryder said that these proposals, which have been 

discussed with Will Handsfield, DDOT, would improve safety for bicyclists who already use 

these blocks and would help to slow down vehicle traffic.  Both blocks are currently one way 

westbound.  Commissioner Holman moved, with a second by Commissioner Ryder, that the 

Committee recommend that the ANC support the addition of contra-flow lanes on these two 

blocks and place the item on the Consent Agenda.  The vote was unanimous in support of the 

motion. 

 

DDOT Notices of Intent: 

Conversion of One-Way Blocks to Two Way (6B04)--NOI #21-204-TSED 

Commissioner Oldenburg reminded the Committee that the ANC had previously supported the 

conversion the 800 block of L & the 1100 block of 9th Streets SE from one way to two way.  

Commissioner Oldenburg moved, with a second by Commissioner Holtzman, that the 

Committee recommend that the ANC inform DDOT of its support of this NOI and place the item 

on the Consent Agenda. 

 

Installation of Mobile Roadway Vehicle Zone at 100 D Street SE (6B01) NOI 21-183-TOA 

Commissioner Oldenburg explained that this MRV Zone would affect 6B01.  Given that there 

was no representative of 6B01 at the meeting to provide input, the Committee referred the matter 

to the Full Meeting on September 14.  Comments on the NOI are due September 21. 

 

Commercial Loading & No Parking Zones for 816/818 Potomac Avenue SE (6B04)--NOI 

#21-182-TOA  

Commissioner Oldenburg explained that this NOI proposes to add a 40-foot Commercial 

Loading Zone on the 800 block of L SE and a 40-foot No Parking Zone on the 800 block of 

Potomac Avenue SE to support the operation of both buildings as short-term stay facilities.  

However, at the recent BZA hearing on 818 Potomac, the owners argued that its lack of a 

loading dock would not impact the neighborhood.  Upon receipt of the NOI, Commissioner 

Oldenburg complained to the owner’s zoning attorney.  Subsequently, the NOI has been 

removed from the NOI docket.  Thus, the issue may be moot, but Commissioner Oldenburg is 

closely watching the situation. 

https://wiki.ddot.dc.gov/display/NOI/NOI+21-204-TESD
https://wiki.ddot.dc.gov/display/NOI/NOI-21-183-TOA

